
The research will focus on Empirical Research, treating Zhengzhou as real case studies in the field 
to collect relevant data.

Every modern city has a number of unused, ill-designed, or unorganized public spaces, can public
space improvement revive our cities?

The city is in a constant state of development and transformation, many cities around the world are
sprawling and suburbanising, in a sense, we build too many commercial spaces, office towers,
apartment buildings, houses and not enough matched good public spaces, sprawl and development
“business as usual” will mean a drastic decline in the environmental quality of urban life.

Lost public space, leftover, underused and deteriorating, can be designed, transformed, and
integrated into the main urban structure, providing exceptional opportunities to revitalize cities, to
heal the wounds inflicted upon cities by decline and sprawl.
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1 Introduction

Methods of data collection

Secondary sources Primary sources

Documents

- Earlier research
- Typical cases
- Urban development Data
- City overall plans 

Interviewing Questionnaire

Modelling

Face-to-face / Online

Photographs Stakeholders

Observation

Field research

The main aim of this research is to explore
approaches to update and integrate lost
public spaces with stakeholder participation
to accommodate the needs of contemporary
urban life and urban space development, so
as to achieve a coordinated and sustainable
urban space development.

To achieve the aim of this research,
objectives have been designed as Figure 2,

The object of this study is urban lost public
spaces, which will include the planned and
unplanned lost public spaces in the city.

The planned lost public spaces refer to
existing public spaces that are poorly
designed, underused or unable to meet the
needs of modern life, etc. such as deserted
squares or parks, which may have been
developed but could be in a better usable
condition.
The unplanned lost public spaces are publicly
owned leftover spaces that are vacant,
unused, abandoned with no defined
function, etc. such as idle riverbanks, street
corners.

The scope of this research is limited to urban areas of medium-sized cities in China, not covering the
areas beyond its peripheral boundaries, the case study area is selected as Zhengzhou, the capital
and largest city of in Henan Province, China (see Figure 3).

Aim: to explore approaches to update
and integrate lost public spaces with
stakeholder participation

Objective 1: To understand the 
characteristics of lost public space

Objective 3:  To develop a framework 
of lost public space renewal and 
integration

Objective 4: To propose a strategy for urban 
renewal guided by lost public space renewal, 
integration, and reorganization of existing 
spatial structure

Objective 2: To explore participatory 
mechanisms for stakeholder interaction 
throughout the process of lost public 
space renewal

2 Methodology

In evaluating thousands of public spaces
around the world, PPS has found that to be
successful, they generally share the
following four qualities: they are accessible;
people are engaged in activities there; the
space is comfortable and has a good image;
and finally, it is a sociable place: one where
people meet each other and take people
when they come to visit. PPS developed The
Place Diagram (see Figure 5) as a tool to
help people in judging any place, good or
bad.

1.1 Research Aim & Objectives

In China, government sectors are the

most dominant stakeholders in urban

renewal who establish the rule

institution of urban renewal and

directly influence the way other

stakeholders participate.

Consulting parties play an important

role in urban renewal. Their knowledge

and professional suggestions have a

great impact on decision making and

implementation. In the information

age, the general public also engages in

What makes a great place?

Stakeholders involved in the process of lost 
public space renewal

Figure 1: Underutilized  spaces   Deserted or ill-designed squares       Unorganized streets

Figure 5: The Place Diagram
Figure source: 
https://www.pps.org/reference/grplacefeat/

Figure 4: Methods of data collection

Figure 2: Research objectives

Figure 3: Scope and location of the study area

1.2 The Object of the Research

1.3 The Scope of the Research

2.1 Research Approach 

The research will adapt A Mixed Method (quantitative and qualitative Method) to collect 
research data (see Figure 4).

2.2 Research Methods：A Mixed Method

urban renewal projects through the internet, mass media, etc. Public supervision and demands can

push the agenda and change the decision of the authority.

In either redevelopment or rehabilitation projects, the affected residents are the ones who

experience the greatest impact. Their satisfaction is essential to the success of urban renewal.

Figure 6: Stakeholders in the urban Renewal Process

Future work

To establish a set of indicators of the quality evaluation system for lost public space;

To construct a participatory mechanism for stakeholder participation and interaction;

To develop renewal models corresponding to different forms of lost public spaces;

To explore the integration and restructuration models corresponding to urban spatial form;
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